
I take my father and cousin to a meeting in a small auditorium but no one is yet there. I then try to entertain them as we wait and show my father some Chinese gymnastic. I walk up and down rotating my waist but it is nothing interesting for him.

I go through the curriculum of two professional artists. One of them is short and not but the other has a very long list. It is actually the names of the collectors with the description of the works they own. The last and most recent part are actually all Swedish but much of the text is crossed out. 

I am on a boat with a friend and see through the dark that we are approaching an island. We then get ready to get off by the exit and be the first to find an hostel. As the boat approaches we realize that it is another door that opens and it is already too crowded to go through.

My friends and I are in our cars and come to a parking facility. Only two of us try to park it in the first level while everyone else goes underground. It is actually empty and park immediately but have to anyway walk underground to ask a friend who is working there if it is fine.

I am about to present my work and find that my Chinese boss is also there. I continue anyway and show a rendering where we crash and bumps onto a planet. There it is a cardboard model of my cathedral and everyone including my boss gets really excited and start taking pictures inside.  

An old friend is having lunch with me and all my relatives. He tells me of a trip in the North where he met a girl and rode back with a horse. I then tell him of a trip in the South but have little to say. We take a walk out and he tells me that wherever he goes he always get something to eat.

We are on a Japanese taxi but the fare is getting too expensive and we decides to get off. We then get in a tourist office and look in the back of a brochure how much we should pay the driver. I give two bucks to his young assistant and look for a third but he goes out. I anyway look for more. 

A lady is giving a lecture on back pain and says how it is not caused by what we usually think but it is caused by stress. She then introduces a young couple doing a very contorted yoga pose. The girl even lifts her head up and the lady explains that it his her personal touch. I can also do it.

I am in the small playground of my new compound stretching when my neighbour comes towards me. He tells me how nice it was to talk to me and I start a new conversation but he only wanted to tell me this. He then leaves and I also go home feeling very demoralized.

I get in the elevator to go to the ninth floor but soon realize that is going to the last floor. It even goes beyond and stop on the roof where it is all dirty and broken. A man comes out of a door and I realize that they are constructing luxury apartments. He then gets in with me and we go down fast.

I come home that my mother is talking on a megaphone and tells me to clean my shoes. I do it on the carpet and proceed through the hallway where my kid comes out very tired after swimming class. I put my bag down and take care of him while looking from the window at my parents leaving.

I download a video-game of ancient warriors but need a special machine to play it. My room mate has just sold his and I seat with him to hear how it works. His phone is actually ringing but it just sounds like a bird. As my wife also joins us he tells me how nice it is to meet interesting people.

A taxi driver cannot find where to drop my family and I also get in to guide him. We then drive by several small streets with poor buildings inside but there are no windows with crossed bars as the place we have to go. We keep looking on the right but finally see it isolated on the left. 

I meet some black people behind a metal fence. They give me a letter written with words on one side and pictures of kids in the other. My son is among them and I realize that they have kidnapped him. I then stand on car and show the pictures of the kidnappers with a warranty.

My wife and I are at her parents' place discussing about a computer system which needs to be reprogrammed every time a new device is plugged in. Her father hears our conversation and tells us that his old computer can do it automatically. It can handle up to five devices and it is for sale.

The two bodyguards of a convicted man decides to go for a hamburger. As they walk down the road they recognize a spy. They then stop to observe him and find that his behavior is perfect standing on the sidewalk like he was really waiting for someone.

My wife and I walk up the University staircase and recognize a Chinese professor. We try to avoid him but an Italian student is talking to him and I tell him to come up. I want to take a picture of him and have him under the traffic light but he gets bored and starts photographing me instead.

I cal my cousin and we discuss about going up Japan highest mountain. He tells me that it takes four hours to go up and four hours to go down but it could be possible to drive higher. We then decide to leave the next day and I drive on the highway to look for the right exit.

It is getting dark and I fly across a Nordic city looking for where I use to live. I fly over the opposite side of the city coming to the big downtown but can't really recognize any of the big buildings. As I keep flying and looking for a familiar site I almost crash onto the wave like wall of the stadium.  

I am taking a tourist tour and a guy demands to know where we are going next. The guide explains that we will take a speed boat to a tropical peninsula. We then walk down the beach and the guy tells me that his father is originally from there. I can tell by looking at his dark and defined body.

My little son is dressing like a knight and comes down with his friends masked for Halloween. As they are ready to go out some guys come on a motorcycle and point the gun at them. I then take my son's sword to defend them but the blade is thin and bends down.

I look at a road map of North America searching for the site where we are moving. I turn some pages and find it with a long walking path crossing the whole area. I then remember of a famous mountain resort and also find it in the border line.

A friend and I are walking up the hill of an old village and find a pizzeria. The man who runs it is actually and old Italian making very nice pizzas. We then decide to get one but my friend seems to have little money and only orders a little one.  

A famous architect tells of his work for a big expo where he had the students of my old university installing their work on clothes hangers. One of them has put a giant laser while another has been up to his mountain cottage to shave himself in the swimming pool. He then presented the hairs.

A girl is showing me a bucket filled with turtles of two different species. They should be mad with each other but they are not. She then takes some live shrimps and have the turtles going with their nails inside their shield. The shrimps retreat inside but the nails almost poke them in the eyes.

An earthquake is coming in the jungle and allot of rich young people are running out through the only path. One of them actually stops to collect all the shampoos and cosmetics. The girls are disgusted to see that they are low brand and run even faster. The guy asks one for sex but it is no use.

My wife shows me a large island where we could go for holiday. The town is really nice with an ancient church but there are too many waves to bath in the sea. There is only one point where to do it safely and we watch some fat English people coming out. The salt is too sticky on their skin.

I am on a train with my parents and my father parks so that we can go together to a concert. I then help them to unplug all the cables but they just seat with a blanket and sleep. The train starts to go backward and a lady is now in charge but she doesn't know how to drive.

I am on a bus going through the jungle and pass by a small mountain. There is also a jungle on top but the way there is very steep. The man next to me shows me some deep cuts in the rock from where the water runs down when it rains. He then tells me how the natives use them to climb. 

In class the teacher asks us to improvise but none of the students before me wants to. It then gets my turn and I agree even though the other members of my band are missing. I then get the microphone and start singing an old love song but it is only a joke. I then switch to a modern rock song.

My wife and I get to my son's kindergarten and talk to his teacher who has all the small students out in the corridor of the second floor. He tells us that they were lining up to go to the bathroom and my son has felt down and died. I can't understand and ask him more but get the same answer.

I walk with another backpacker whistling the same church song and realize that we belong to the same religion. We then come to a square where all the different militants of the different sects are gathered. We walk behind our own and have them lift their hands to show how numerous we are.

I am walking on the sidewalk with a guy and teaching him some ethic when a woman tells me to put my sock up. There is actually the star of the evil but the other sock is different. I then get to her place to look for it but remove it before I transform into a devil and start to fuck her.

A cowboy on his horse is dragging a boy on his smaller horse. The latter manages to keep it on but the cowboy fell. He then takes his gun to shoot the boy but they are going in a circle and shoots his own horse instead. He has to leave him the coffin with his treasure but his invited for a coffee.

I go to the supermarket with a Swedish friend and pass a section selling Japanese vegetables. He then continues into a back room where people are making their own pancakes. It is very dirty and I try to get out but come to a room with an old prostitute who wants to dance but I get back.

I am home when my mother reminds me that I have to pick a guy up from tennis lessons. He is the son of a rich lady and I should have brought her dress to wash and sandwiches. I don't know where the first is while the sandwiches are being eaten y my wife. 

I am back in the courtyard of my old house doing barbecue for two of my neighbours. First one of them approaches me saying that he wants to start a research project with me then a second one do the same. I then join them with a metal tray where I have boiling the meat to discuss.

I follow the signs of the metro and get on a train. As we come to the next stop I realize that I am going on a line that has a similar colour to the one I was supposed to take. It actually goes around it and a man shows me how to connect back to it in a coming stop.

The Russian girl of a friend is beautifully playing cello in her room and I seat close to her playing a small guitar. Her ugly boyfriend actually comes in and she stops. I compose myself and he shows me on a map an excursion for the next day.

I feel like masturbating and decide to go up on the double bus that the king has given me. He has also provided a prostitute who lives there under a tent. I want to fuck her but then destroy everything into pieces. 

I get to read the agreement I should sign to be part of an important studio. I turn the page that everything seems fine but then get to the last paragraph. I read it twice and it actually says that I agree to work for free.

I am in the courtyard of a café when my wife joins with some colleagues. I actually know all of them and leave as they start watching a film. I end up in the bathroom and masturbate in the urinatory even though there is a camera. Fresh water runs down to wash me.

My son and I are with my aunt and her parents coming back from an amusement park. They have assigned us a toilette there and a man on a plumb truck is driving us home. As he gets in front of my aunt's house he also starts downloading all our pee and pooh.

My father has gone out biking and my sister talks with my mother on the phone. The later tells her that it took our father more than one hour for a surgery because he got a stroke. My sister then tells her that they should anyway do one more kid and I throw a piece of orange at her.

I am seating in a private room with three man and tell them about my project where I make sculptures from what I see in the clouds. They are skeptical and I explain how it links to my other three imaginative projects. Two of them now like it but one is still not convinced about the assembling.

A friend shows me a postcard from a Chinese city that he has just visited. In the background there are two ugly industrial chimneys raising from an island of old cars. In the foreground is the animal market where he saw many puppies for sale. One was cut open and made ready to be eaten.

We arrive at my parents' city and walk meeting many people with fancy haircuts. We then get in a gallery to pickup my baggage and meet a rich man at the door. From the signs I understand that he is the owner of a luxury brand. I then call a friend to tell him the crossing where to find us. 

I am biking with my son in the back up a mountain path. My cousin is also there and we reach two other bikers but one of them suddenly slow down and I almost fall. I then get angry with him and want to pass in front but there is a steep down hill. They manage but we have to slide down.

Our neighbour has left my son's teddy bear and monkey puppet under a chair in her garden. I the assume that she has done so that we can get them back and send my son to do so. Her angry dog suddenly byte him but it is not my son but the monkey who is now alive.

My grandfather has just died and we receive a pink funeral cake. My mother then asks who could have prepared and we realize that it is actually from an old relatives who is now dead. I then cry for her great love even for my grandfather who was going to be buried without any ceremony.

My new room mates takes me down to the basement where a luxury car is parked. One of them gets in and the other locks him inside causing the alarm to start. I then run away with him and go back to our room where he left the stove on. As I take care of it my other room mate comes back. 

It is evening and I get in the museum of modern art where a curator friend is talking with a Finish curator about my work. As I seat with them they agree to exhibit it and the latter takes me around. They actually already have many young artists exhibiting and there is little space for me.

I am attending math class and there is still one hour left but the teacher explains that we are turning into the new hour. She then stops one hour before and I approach her with my art catalogue. It is difficult to understand and I wish to show her a documentary but she has to pick her kids up.

Some old friends of mine are training in a park. One of them gets to the rings and manages to stand upside down. His younger brother also try to do the same but cannot keep his legs straight. I am also there but wouldn't even be able to hang.

I am in a public park and walk down the marble staircase listening the news from a good radio program. The speaker is actually bad and I reach my son below who is playing on some papers. One of them is a world map and I find that the surrounding enemies of South Korea are coloured. 

I am reading a magazine where different websites are promoted. I look at the various logos and find one with free porn. I really want to look at the description but read the one of a website for cartoons. I can' find the porn one anymore.

I want to show a curator the videos my students have made about them cooking. I end up seating with a girl on the museum sofa and feeding her with peanuts. As she gets thirsty I give her soda and challenge anyone from the public to drink the rest of the bottle in one sip. A bold guy does it.

I am playing tennis against two ladies. As I am about to serve they keep in the back and I tell hem to come forward but it is my fault as I should serve from the other side. I then hit the ball but the first time is too short and the other too long. As I serve from the other side I score with an ace.

A girl is built inside a small pane and is flying to another air plane friend to visit her. She then lands at her airport but the pilot working inside is a bad man and is actually keeping her friend as an hostage. She also get dismantled of her plane and her body lays on the floor as a worm. 

I leave my son playing with his friend and keep walking on a path. It is actually steep and dangerous and decide to go back to pick them up but come to a Buddhist monastery. I then go inside finding allot of monks and walk back through their citadel thinking that the kid are going to like it. 

I keep it out of the elevator to press the button and make it work. I then go inside but find that it is the wrong floor and press the right one below. I then come to my boss's studio that is still night. He has been working on a green photo of me and have drawn a diagram of things I have to do. 

I am in the backstage of a concert and the people around me push me to get in and kiss the singer in the mouth. She doesn't want to and I lay on the floor but then she also lays and gives me the microphone. I start making very loud noises and it ends up in my mouth. It is a boxing glove.

The museum's editor shows me a flier she is doing for my opening the next day. It is shows an old picture of me doing a graffiti and I realize that I am exhibiting my old paintings. I then try to find a shop where to print my new work but it is too late and everything is already closed.

I meet my old friend that it is already late and I feel tired. I then propose to go to the restaurant immediately but they want to go to the pub first. One of them is leaving with the plane at three in the morning and they want to stay up with him till then. 

I am with my uncle and aunt in a shop trying some light colored leather shoes. They fit me perfectly and I decide to buy them even though they are really expensive. As I am paying my aunt takes out her money but I want to do it all alone. 

My Norwegian friend and I are in a Chinese head quarter when the busy secretary brings us a letter each. Mine is sealed in the very package and written with yellow ink. I manage to read anyway that I got refused a position. My friend instead got for the final interview with one of our professors.

I am in a monastery and play a game with two groups of people. I am in the one that starts to get hunted by the others. I then run in the different courtyards and lock myself in a bathroom afraid of a girl. She asks for help and I hide over the roof panels before they crash inside.

I am walking down a hill with two University friends and meet a weird guy trying to cross a fence into a military zone. He claims to be very strong but can't manage. As he starts to walk with us I try to cheat him and sell him an old laptop. He is not so stupid and check the model on his mobile.

I am in a café talking to a friend when a girl next to me asks me if I am an artist. I then tell her of my work and that of my friend. She also has some friends and we realize that they live in our neighborhood. I then explain that we live right opposite to a luxury shop.

I am opening the letters that I was going to send to my relatives. They have a photo inside but it is very uneven because of the glue. I actually find one showing my grandmother right before she died. She is in her our family country mansion and looks very beautiful.

As my wife tells me of a gentle woman that was ready to sign her certificate I seat at the piano. I start to play a classic melody but don't quite find the notes. My wife then shows me how to scale up every two notes and then scale down. It is actually right.

I am writing a postcard to my father and tell him that we are in Malaysia even though we are still in South China. I then make sure that the landscape in the picture looks similar and doesn't show something else. I actually find a better postcard with the same landscape but higher mountains.

I am going up an asphalted road that takes me to a German region. There are directions to an hiking path on the right side but it goes downhill and I don't take it. As I keep walking uphill I find that they are actually making it into a big highway.

A girl and I precede our friends and find some ancient ruins on the side of the road. She sees a sculpted stone and I pick it but she wants it for herself. We then get in a cave with a garage but also the entrance to the actual temple which was later converted into a fort and now is a compound. 

My wife is driving on the highway but it very foggy. We suddenly hear an announcement saying that those directed to the amusement park should stop at the café. We do so but the bar tender wants us to order something before. My wife finds a chocolate drink that is very expensive.

I am baking bread but realize that the dough his without yeast. I then work it out again but it is very hard and I decide to make it flat. There are many pieces and I try to combine them together to fit in the trail. I manage perfectly.

I am walking on the sidewalk with my dead grandfather and tell him my dreams. One is about me going into an agency and telling a woman working there that I am moving to their city. As we keep walking across the road I realize that I shouldn't tell my grandfather any sexual dreams.

I follow my best friend up the spiral staircase of a Chinese mall promising that my relatives are in the bar with a transvestite friend. As we arrive my relatives are still there but the transvestite and her husband are gone. We can see their country house from above and think of going there. 

I am in a religious association and go upstairs where a video is playing even though there is no one there. It shows the members starting to walk up a very high mountain with a cross on the top. Suddenly the camera zooms out showing them approaching a giant cave with the city surrounding.

I am in a room sharing a bed with a friend when he jumps on the other bed shared by two other friends. He wants to tell them about a new function he has on a video-game. It allows him to keep a button pressed and have the character to turn with a joystick.

I leave a closed mountain restaurant and start walking downhill with my son. I stop to show him some wolves gathering at the bottom. They are actually sheep's dogs but we anyway take a long path around them as two actual wolves joins.

I come to an ancient square where they are playing classical music. I then seat on the church staircase to listen and notice a director who is just meeting his new dancer. The latter has his childish penis out and starts dancing in the modern fountain. He gets soon tired and goes over the water.

I am waiting for a friend when a crowd drags me inside a church. I almost seat in the front but then decide to take a seat on the side. My friend is actually the priest and starts his ritual by sipping a fine cider. He then comes to me and make me taste without touching my lips. It tastes water.

We are receiving guests in our apartment but realize that they are coming inside with their dirty shoes. I then wipe off the floor to the kitchen and start writing a sign. A new guest complains about all the fuss and I realize that I have misspelled the word shoes. I then have to write over it.

As I am breaking inside a building to defeat some terrorists their leader comes out and I retreat in the bathroom. I then ask a cop for two riffles and some bombs. There are only two shots inside and no lace to put them around me. I then ask him to cover my shoulders with a shotgun.

Two demons have taken over an open space in the forest and burnt all the chairs thinking that it was paradise. As they prise themselves the archers surround them and shoot but all the arrows are sent back. Their old leader then creates a wind with his blue mantel to protect them.

I am in a bathroom seating by the terrace where there is a smaller bathroom to entertain small kid. My wife is still showering and I move her away so that I can also shower. The bathroom inside is actually a very big room.

My high school teacher is showing us a slide of an old Russian monument been dismantled. As we get into a deeper conversation he reproaches for silence. There is actually a whole group of Chinese behind us while we seat around the teacher like on a theatre scene. I also demand silence.

I am walking down the Chinese neighborhood where I use to work. There is a lady with a large breast who actually turns in a villa. It is not big but the area must be very expensive. I finally get in my old neighborhood walking in a small street with the high walls covered in green moss.

I walking up the staircase of my compound and hear my boss testing different sounds with an old colleague. They are restoring the staircase which I built with buttons that inflates it. The last one is already inflated but it leads to nowhere.

I am replying an e-mail when I get a low power alert and the laptop starts shutting down. I go through it very quickly and find that it is finished. I then press to send it but a message appears that it has already disconnected from the Internet.

I am in my old apartment preparing to go for a field trip when the phone rings. It is a Chinese seller and I reply in a weird language. She starts speaking Chinese but I reply in English saying that I will be late for work. She then tells me of the Buddhist fortune but I still have to pack my camera.

The national soccer team is helping me out to stick a long sheet of transparent plastic on the floor. As I try to attach the top they keep pulling but I can only mumble to them. I then decide to brake my silence and scold them.

I seat in the sofa of a public kitchen when a famous player asks me to answer the letters of two of his fans. There is a woman there with voluminous afro hairs and I make a sketch of her in one of the letters. She actually moves away and I have to improvise but everyone likes my sketch.

I am on the bus going to a boat to take us to a tropical island. Our guide finds that a family will not fit because of their luggage. I then try to help them and propose to have it parachuted to where they are going. They will actually go in a smaller island and I tell them to be more specific. 

I am in a camping talking to a fat guy who has been hiking all around the world. I then ask him if he has ever been in New England as my family and I are moving there. An Irish girl behind him is also moving there. She is dressing an outfit bought in Korea but doesn't fit her so well anymore.

I am in a square with several middle age men collecting signature. Some detectives start asking them questions and I realize that they are Italian. They tell them that their son is already in jail because of this. One of them tries to run away but gets blocked at the other end of the square.

I get in a classroom where my old neighbour is performing to be bored. She actually starts talking to me even though she should keep performing. As my wife gets also in she stands up to describe her new idea about chewing and spitting gums.

It is still early and everyone is asleep. I am left alone in the small living room and think that there could be some porn on TV. I turn it on trying to be quiet but the volume is also on. I try to turn it off but I don't manage.

I help my mother fixing an electrical contact and find that the family electrician has pealed the cables too long and there can be a black circuit. I then tell her to hurry and shut the electricity. As I try to isolate them I realize that one light is still on and I might get shocked.


